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Mini Harp

This tiny (3.5 cm long) harmonica is among the smallest commercially
manufactured musical instruments in the world. It is 100% playable and is
constructed according to exacting standards as the regular models.

Reeds: 08

Comb: Plastic

Key: C

Rs 110/-

Diatonic Single Reed Models

Hohner diatonic harmonicas are of the highest quality and combine excellent response with
great sound. These Richter harmonicas permit the techniques known as bending.

Puck The Puck Harmonica is a mouth harp popular for its petite size (2

5/8
" long) and full
diatonic range. The harmonica features stainless steel sliding covers and a plastic body,
with 20 reeds and a carrying case. Small enough to tuck discreetly into a shirt
pocket, yet with a full harmonica sound, the Puck is any musician’s dream.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Plastic

Key: C

Rs 195/-

Double Puck A mouth harp popular in the 1920s for its back-to-back petite size
harmonicas (each just 29/16" long x 7/8" wide). The two conjoined 10-hole
diatonics are in the popular key combination of C and G and offer full bodied
tone. This model also features genuine gold-plated covers and a plastic body,
with 40 total reeds packaged in a glossy red oval gift box.

Reeds: 40

Piccolo

Comb: Plastic

Key: C & G

Rs 940/-

Small in size, yet big in sound. This 20 hole harp packs a lot of punch in its
smallish body. This harp is raring to go with its warm sound produced
by its wooden comb.

Reeds: 20

Blues Band

Comb: Wood

Key: C

Rs 975/-

These popular beginner’s harmonicas are affordably priced. Fine
construction and tone with heavy plated covers and sturdy boxes.

Reeds: 20

Silver Star

Comb: Plastic

Key: C

Rs 185/-

The latest from Hohner - with newly engineered reeds and
superbly designed reed plate. Comes in an attractive box, for
storage. Perfect for beginners and professionals alike. Great
value for money.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Plastic

Big River Harp

Keys: A, B/Bb, C, D, E, F, G

Rs 305/-

The Big River Harp is part of
Hohner’s automated Modular System (MS) production and
features an improved reed design for long life and bright tone,
an airtight body for increased volume and contoured covers that
project sound and are comfortable to hold. Enclosed in an attractive case.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Plastic

Keys: A, C, D, G

from

Rs 835/-

Marine Band

Internationally recognized by players for its simple beauty
and resonant tone, this is the most famous harmonica in the world. The
pearwood body, solid brass plates and patented cover design
produce a musical quality that, when ﬁrst heard in 1896,
brought the Marine Band immediate popularity. This is the
model that helped to create the sound of the Blues, Country,
Folk and Rock.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Wood

Keys: A, C, D, G, Am, Cm, Em

Rs 1,040/-

Blues Harp

The world’s ﬁrst harmonica designed especially
for Blues, the Blues harp features a wood body for natural
tone, powerful reeds for deep, gutsy note bending and sturdy
covers that allow airtight hand control.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Wood

Keys: A, C, D, G

Rs 1,050/-

Special 20 A smooth "comfortable" feeling harmonica

with genuine brass plates recessed in a plastic body. It is an
exceptionally warm-sounding airtight instrument.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Plastic

Keys: A, B, C, D, E, F, G

Rs 1,080/-

Golden Melody

Curved cover plates extend the entire length of the
harmonica, providing increased resonant capacity. Reeds are set close
to the open-framed mouthpiece and respond to the most subtle of
commands, making the Golden Melody perfect for overblowing as
well as bending.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Plastic

Cross Harp MS

Keys: A, C, D, G

Rs 1,080/-

A super-powered harp with a great look, the Cross Harp’s thicker
plates drive its reeds the extra distance that gives your sound
a “No questions”, in-your-face edge. The gold-anodized body
reﬂects higher frequencies for a bright tone and is set off by
sleek, black covers.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Plastic Gold

Key: C

Rs 2,125/-

Meisterklasse MS

Known for exceptional volume and brilliant resonance, the exquisite
Meisterklasse is the only Hohner diatonic harmonica made with
a lightweight metal comb. Designed for musicians who are
serious about their instruments and the music they play.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Metal

Key: C

Rs 3,000/-

XB-40

The new XB-40 Harmonica offers the player complete bending freedom with 10 holes
and 40 reeds. Precision engineered and manufactured under the highest quality
standards, the Hohner XB-40's revolutionary design permits a level of
expression and note bending capability never before possible on
any harmonica. It is tuned so that every note can be bent a whole
tone, with an additional semitone bend on the 3-draw to complete
the chromatic scale in the ﬁrst octave.

Reeds: 20

Comb: Metal

Key: C

from

Rs 4,050/-

Chromatic Harmonicas

Chromatic Harmonica models incorporate the full chromatic scale and allow the player to
play in any key using one harmonica. Chromatic models provide the complete 12 note octave
with all sharps and flats. Each hole contains four reeds: two are for natural notes and two
for chromatic notes. The reeds for chromatic notes are brought into operation by pushing a
slide button on the side of the harmonica. This closes off the air flow from one set of reeds
and permits the other set to vibrate freely. The preferred instrument for Jazz and Classical,
chromatic harmonicas are also used for Blues, Folk and Popular Music.

Chrometta 8 Chrometta 10
Chrometta 12 Chrometta 14

Smooth, rounded covers, large, accessible mouthpiece
openings and a beautiful tone make this model ideal for
both beginning and advanced players. The Chrometta 8,
10, 12 & 14 have a 32, 40, 48 & 56 note range respectively
and are equipped with wind saving valves and a moisture proof comb.

Chrometta 8
Chrometta 10
Chrometta 12
Chrometta 14

Reeds: 32
Reeds: 40
Reeds: 48
Reeds: 56

Comb: Plastic
Comb: Plastic
Comb: Plastic
Comb: Plastic

Key: C
Key: C
Key: C
Key: C

Rs 2,350/Rs 2,875/Rs 3,275/Rs 3,760/-

Super Chromonica

The most popular in the Chromatic harmonica offerings from Hohner, the
Chomonica (40 reeds) & Super Chromonica (48 reeds) are very reliable
performers. Not only are they superbly presented with ﬁnish
and feel but very easy in blowing and immaculate in
sound.

Super Chromonica Reeds: 48

CX-12

Comb: Wood
Keys: A, B/Bb, C, D, E, G

Rs 4,640/-

The award-winning CX-12 is the newest addition to Hohner's chromatic line. Unique in style
and sound, the molded one-piece housing enables the player to achieve a warm, round tone. A
revolutionary design feature, a back- mounted spring plate, eliminates the need
for mouthpiece and cover screws. The result is an optimal slide action
and compression improvement with quicker response,
greater volume and maximum airtightness. Service
and cleaning are also a snap ‚ the CX-12’s four
major parts can be disassembled in seconds
without any tools!

Reeds: 64

Comb: Plastic

Key: C

Rs 7,225/-

Meisterklasse

This ﬁne 14-hole chromatic instrument features a milled aluminum
body, precision engineered quiet slide and chrome-plated
covers and mouthpiece. Excellent response — coupled
with a bright, strong, unique tone — enables the
Meisterklasse to shine in any musical setting.

Reeds: 64

Comb: Wood

Key: C

from

Rs 19,250/-

64 Chromonica

A classic in the chromatic series, the 64 Chromonica covers a complete
octave range starting one octave below middle C. Tone and
performance capabilities are outstanding, aided by
special wind saving valves and airtight, machine
screw assembly.

Reeds: 64

Comb: Wood

Key: C

4

Rs 6,800/-

Super 64

One of the top of the line 4 octave chromatics from Hohner.
A product of the ﬁnest materials and most
advanced engineering, this is the choice of
professionals worldwide. Doubled reed plates
in the lower 2 octaves produce a dynamic range
never before possible in a harmonica, while a
channel design in the upper 2 octaves maintains a balanced response throughout.

Reeds: 64

Comb: Plastic

Key: C

Rs 8,175/-

Tremolo Harmonicas

In Tremolo harmonicas blow and draw holes are situated in adjacent holes and the individual
channel openings are divided into two, whereby the upper and lower half each contain one
blow or draw note which sound simultaneously. These notes are tuned to the same pitch but
a few cents apart resulting in a sound with a light, pulsating quality.

Echo

The Echo tremolo harmonica represents a sleek and modern approach to
harmonica design. Sturdy covers wrap around the wooden body and
enclose the ends. Exquisite tremolo sound.

Reeds: 28
Reeds: 48

Ocean Star

Comb: Wood
Comb: Wood

Key: C
Key: C

Rs 1,450/Rs 2,365/-

A harmonica that potrays great value all the way. Right from the newly
engineered reeds, its well assigned reed plate, to its magniﬁcent
box packaging and great open tone. Its plastic
comb gives it the stability and durability that lasts
for years.

Reeds: 48

Comb: Plastic

Key: C

Rs 400/-

Octave Harmonicas

Each row of holes on Octave Harmonicas is tuned exactly one octave apart.

Comet

This sleekly curved body ﬁt perfectly between your hands and
features moisture-proof synthetic combs and gold anodized covers.

Reeds: 20
Reeds: 40

Comb: Plastic
Comb: Plastic

Key: C
Key: C ; G
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